Abstract. With the development of science and technology, the application of color image is becoming increasingly wide. The traditional image processing techniques has been widely recognized by scholars from all over the world. The traditional color image segmentation technology runs a simple classified processing in pixels and splits with a single scale. After image segmentation, the overall performance is not good, and the vision is blurred. For this reason, this paper proposed a multithreshold segmentation method for color image, which sets the doublet segmentation parameters by threshold histogram and improves the automatic choice of threshold value and image fusion. The simulation results show that this method is more flexible in the process of color image segmentation. The accuracy of the image is higher. The fuzzy effect after original image segmentation has been changed. It has great application value.
Introduction
Color image segmentation techniques is always a classic image processing problem. When stepping into the digital era, it has become a focus question of image segmentation. The clarity of color image threshold segmentation and accuracy of data will directly affect the effectiveness of image post-processing.
In the process of segmentation and data extraction for target area, the traditional color image segmentation method is mainly based on the single pixel in color image for the processing of the gray scale, the color and the texture. The target region image of color image corresponds to many similar single pixels. The fusion effect after data extraction and image segmentation is bad. The image after segmented is fuzzy. This is harmful to the progress in later task.
Therefor this paper proposed a multithreshold segmentation method for color image, which sets the doublet segmentation parameters by threshold histogram and improves the automatic choice of threshold value and image fusion. The simulation results show that this method is more flexible in the process of color image segmentation. The accuracy of the image is higher. The fuzzy effect after original image segmentation has been changed. It is helpful for the later development of the task. It has great value in practical application.
Threshold segmentation principle
The image threshold segmentation divides the whole image data into target area and background area by using the target area pixels to be extracted in the image and the grayscale difference of all the target pixels set in the whole image. It selects a reasonable threshold parameter to determine the point target of each pixel and produces the corresponding binary image.
The main feature of threshold segmentation is that it has strong analysis ability to correlation between the pixels of the similar image, which can make a difference. It can find the boundaries of the segmented regions in the images.
Setting the original color image region as f (x, y), with the certain rules, we can find the appropriate segmentation parameter gray value in f (x, y), and determine the segmentation threshold T, thus the color image g (x, y) after segmentation is expressed in formula:
The color image threshold is set in a range. [T, t], the color image pixels in the gray level range are set to 1, the others are set to 0 :
In a particular situation, pixels above its threshold can keep the original color image data. The other pixels become zero. This segmentation method is called color image threshold segmentation method, color image pixel after segmentation is:
The color image graying segmentation pixels are shown in Figure 1 . 
A. Multithreshold segmentation
The threshold is used to segment the image. The multithreshold image segmentation is established. Rebuilding with the multidimensional corridor chart, it is split by the minimum robust error. Its specific multithreshold model is shown in Figure 2 . Figure 2 . Multithreshold image segmentation model Ideally, the pixel data of the point (x, y) in the multithreshold interference of the color image is f (x,y). Its average parameters are similar to the modeling. It is in formulas:
The multithreshold is expressed as a formula after reduced the pixel projection value of the color image: 
B. Histogram two-peak method
In the actual application state, the histogram two-peak method has large difference on background and the extracting of the gray values of color region, which is reflected in the gray histogram of color image. This is the obvious bimodal distribution of the histogram. The pixel is judged by gray level and threshold value. The splitted threshold parameter is analyzed to find the image threshold t. It is shown in Figure 3 . 
Simulation experiment
In order to test the effectiveness of the multithreshold segmentation method of color image, we ran the MATLAB simulation experiment based on color image segmentation. A variety of color image segmentation methods were tested. Its data statistics table is shown in The color image information in the simulation experiment was used to segment the data, and decomposed and extracted the pixels of the color image. We did the segmentation speed comparison with the traditional image segmentation method and the multithreshold doublet segmentation method proposed in this paper. The results was shown in Figure 4 . Figure. 5 Comparison chart of fault tolerance in the two methods As shown in Figure 5 , in the processing of the color image segmentation, the speed of histogram doublet image segmentation based on multithreshold is faster. The fault tolerance was higher. The clarity of the image was higher.
From the experimental data, using the the multithreshold histogram doublet image segmentation to segment the color image is faster. The fault-tolerant rate is increasing. The degree of fuzzy is reduced. We effectively understand the defects of the traditional method.
Conclusions
In the process of segmentation and data extraction for target area, the traditional color image segmentation method is mainly based on the single pixel in color image for the processing of the gray scale, the color and the texture. The target region image of color image corresponds to many similar single pixels. The fusion effect after data extraction and image segmentation is bad. A multithreshold segmentation method for color image was proposed in this paper, which set the doublet segmentation parameters by threshold histogram and improved the automatic choice of threshold value and image fusion. The simulation results show that this method is more flexible in the process of color image segmentation. The accuracy of the image is higher. The fuzzy effect after original image segmentation has been changed. It has great application value.
